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DIELECTP.IC PROPERTIES OF APOLLO 14 LUNAR SAMPLES AT
MICROWAVE AND MILLIMETER WAVELENGTHS
ABSTRACT
_e relative dielectric constant and loss tangent of lunar sample
14163,164 (fine dust) have been determined as a function of density at
9.375, 24, 35_ and 60 CHz. in addition, such measurements have also been
performed on lunar sample 14310,74 (solid rock) at 9.375 CHz. The loss
tangent was found to be frequency independent at these test frequencies
and had a value of 0.015 for the lunar dust sample.
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DIELECTP,IC I_.OPERTIESOF APOLLO 14 LUNAR SAI4PLESAT
NIC_,O_,'A_._-AND MILLIMETER WAVELENGTHS
I_'IRODUCTION
The dielectric constant and loss tangent data of lunar sample
14163,1_ (fine dus_) have been determiued as a function of density
at 9.375, 24, 35, end 50 CR.z. In addition, the dlelectrlc constant
and los_ tangent of lunar ssmplo_ 14310,74 (solid rock) have been
measured at 9.375 CHT,.
I The short-clrcult technique,1'2 where thewavegulde rectangular test
_ sample is formed by _ompresslng the powdered sample (14163,164) lu the
short-circnit_d waveguide test cell, web used to determine the dielectric
properties. A block diagram of the 9.375 CHz test setup is presented in
• Fiance I. As indicated, the material un_ersoing test rests in the sample
holder against the metal short-clrcult. In the case of the powder sample
- measurement, care was taken to keep the front surface of the llghtly
compEessed sample parallel with the plane of the short-c__rcult Careful
"
alignment of the compression mandrel and placement of the slotted section
• and the sample holder in a vertical plane resulted in more than adequate
parallelism.
!
I Sample holders and mandrels were fabricated for each frequency band
of ih_e_eet so that microwave measurements could be made as a function of
sample de_slty. The mandrels were machined fr_a high carbon steel to
t withstand th_ .--.essures required to compress the powdered material to 7?
i percent _,(;es_al density.
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The dielectric constant vs. sample density (lunar sample 14163,164)
is presented in Figares 2 and 3. _ne 9.375 measurement data are plotted
in Figure 2 and are compared to the 24 CHz and 60 GHz ueasuremeuts in
Figure 3. The straight lines on the density-dielectric curves are the
linear least mean square estimates. For example, at 9.375 CHz, the
dielectric constant is 3.59 _t a density/ of 1.71 gm/cm_ and increases
linearly to a value of 4.45 at a de_,:_tyof 2.06 gin/us-3. The loss tangent
remains relatlvely constant at a value of 0.015 at each density and at
each te8t _equency.
: The solid sample relative dielectric constant was found to be 6.46
• at a frequency of 9.375 GHz and the loss tangent is 0.0075. The density
of this particular sample (14310,74) is 2.814 Em/cm3 . The relative
dielectric constant of 6.46 is interesting, since it was noted that one
would obtain the same value if the curve of Figure 2 were extended to
i' include th_ ect3ml density, 2.814 _n/cm 3. Thus, solid sample 14310,74 is!
the 100 percent dense equivalent of the lunar fine sample 14163,164. It
would now be possible to change the abscissa of Figure 2 to "percent
theoretical density" as opposed to density, per se.
CONCLT_TONS
Although tt was stated in the Results that the dielectric constant
! vs. density curve could be extrapolated linearly to obtain _e 100 pec-
' cent dense value, the number of data points is not sufficient to _ategorl_-e
this variation an being linear over a_.ldensities. Usually, Ehe variation
of dielectzic with density of a base material uniformly _txad with air
conforms to the empirical relation: 3'4
¢o P eo P
I wherest Is the relative dielectrte constant of the sample with air,
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me is the relatlve dlelectrlc constant of the o_Iglnal solld,G
o
p' is the density of the material with air, and
p is the density o4 the orlsinal solld.
The dat_ do not indicate that this relation holds for the lunar dust. Also,
the linear variation o4 dielectric constant with density is valid only
over the 1JJcited measurement range. It is possible that the relative
dielectric constant varies in a logarithnLtC manner at very lov densities
and _ar!es linearly at the higher densities.
The loss tanSent of sample 14163,164 is independent o4 _requency and
appears to be independent of density. As indicated by Chtmg and Westphal, 5
the frequency independence of "he loss tangent exists over a very broad
range u4 fTequencies, and these data support their conclusion.
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